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Core Assets Identifies Extensive Conductivity Anomalies Indicative of a
Large-Scale Carbonate Replacement System at the Silver Lime Project

Core Assets’ 2021 VTEM Geophysical Survey detected large-scale, untested conductivity
anomalies (~104km2) that are interconnected at depth by local vertical conductive
features (Figure 1). Conductivity anomalies extend well beyond...

Read More

Zimtu At The 2022 VRIC

Emerita Accelerates Diamond Drill
Program at Romanera Deposit and
Increases Program to 70,000 meters

According to Joaquin Merino, P.Geo,
President of Emerita, “Our team is fully

Ares Strategic Mining Ships all Lumps
Plant Steel and Infrastructure Equipment
to New Site

The steel structure will provide a 3-storey
structure, which will house the Company’s
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prepared and excited to execute on this drill
campaign. The core shacks and sampling
facilities are in place. Our QA/QC protocols
are well established and we have
environmental...

Full Release

Lumps Plant, allowing workers to optimally
adjust the plant as it produces metallurgical
fluorspar lumps. The Lumps Plant will be the
only one of its kind in the United States...

Read News

Arctic Star Reports Nitrogen-Free Diamonds, Further Encouragement that Sequoia may
have >50ct Diamonds

Analysis of 12 >0.3mm diamonds, recovered in 2021 from the Sequoia kimberlite
complex shows 50% are nitrogen free type IIa diamonds
This result adds to a number of lines of evidence that this kimberlite complex has the
potential to carry >50ct gems, indicator mineral chemistry collaborates with this, along
with the diamond size distribution and the diamond descriptions (all described as clear
white).

See More

SWMBRD Sports Inc. Announces Commencement of Operations in Athens, Greece and
Registration of UK Trademark

Matthew Schroenn, SWMBRD Vice President and Co-Founder, is currently located in Athens, and will
be working closely with the Vouliagmeni Ski Club personnel responsible for all Divani Apollon water
activities, instruction, and equipment rentals, with the goal of optimizing what...

Full News Release

Gratomic Commences Diamond Drilling Campaign At Aukam

The Diamond Drilling (DD) Campaign officially kicked-off on May 16, 2022, with data gathered
and targets defined using results collected from previous Reverse Circulation (RC) drilling and
geophysical surveys as outlined...

Full Release
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